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ROMANCING
THE STONE

“I think I finally know what I want to do when I grow up,” says Palm Beacher Cristiana Shields, who turned her positive energy

into a career at the age of 37. Drawing from a childhood love of design and her world travels, Shields began combining the

powerful energy of real stones with one-of-a-kind jewelry designs as a teenager. Today, she owns her company in Palm Beach

Gardens, Shields Jewelry, sells her pieces online and at local trunk shows, and her custom creations help bring a face to homeless

pets (of all sizes) at the Big Dog Ranch Rescue in Wellington. 

Shields’ philanthropic tendencies began as a child and grew with her into adulthood. When she was 8 years old, her father,

Frank Shields, son of a Wimbledon legend and Italian royalty, and her mother, Didi, moved the family to Palm Beach. Growing

up with six siblings, one of whom is her famous half-sister Brooke, it was challenging for the younger Shields to find her voice.

Cristiana Shields makes a difference 
one jewelry design at a time. 
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“I’m a free-spirit and an artist at heart,” says the designer. “All of my family members are creative, but in many other ways.

I knew early on, I had to find my own way.”

Young Shields loved to take walks along the Vias of Palm Beach in search of unusual bobbles and stones. Her mother owned

Johnnie Brown’s, an eclectic boutique on Worth Avenue, and still chairs events on the Island, so the young girl was steeped in

philanthropy and has always felt comfortable around vibrant gems. “I had such a passion for stones even back then,” Shields says.

“There was such a magic about them.” And these pieces are magical to the heart as well as the eye — just ask all of her bejeweled,

four-footed friends back at the Big Dog Ranch Rescue sitting pretty for their glamour shots in hopes of finding a new home.

“The power is in the stones ... I just transform them into wearable art with meaning.” www.shieldsjewelry.com 

”Let Your True Colors Shine Through”

designed by Cristiana Shields.

ABOVE: Actress Brooke Shields
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